Recruitment Revealed

Fundamental Flaws in the H-2 Temporary Worker Program and Recommendations for Change
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Executive Summary

This report reveals the reality of international labor recruitment for low-wage, temporary jobs in the United States, examining recruitment in Mexico, home to the largest number of temporary migrants who labor under H-2 visas in the U.S. The findings are based on data gathered by Centro de los Derechos Migrante, Inc., (CDM) through a groundbreaking survey and lengthy interviews of hundreds of H-2 workers. The report’s key findings are summarized below.

THE RECRUITMENT PROCESS IS FUNDAMENTALLY FLAWED

1. Employers, recruiters and their agents charge illegal recruitment fees and fail to reimburse visa, travel and recruitment-related expenses incurred by workers. Despite bans on recruitment fees in both U.S. and Mexican law, it remains standard practice in Mexico for recruiters to charge workers for their services. Fifty-eight percent of workers surveyed reported paying a recruitment fee to their recruiter. The average recruitment fee charged was $590. Regardless of legal precedent requiring reimbursement for travel, visa, and recruitment costs that reduce wages below the applicable minimum wage, H-2 workers rarely receive reimbursements for the often staggering costs they pay for their jobs in the U.S.

2. Employers, recruiters, and their agents often misrepresent terms of employment. Recruiters often make false promises to workers about employment conditions in hopes of attracting more workers and charging higher recruitment fees. More than half of workers surveyed did not receive a copy of their job contract.

3. Recruitment fraud causes economic harm in migrant communities. The lack of transparency in the visa certification process, paucity of government oversight of recruitment activities, and scarcity of information available to workers about their rights puts workers at serious risk for recruitment fraud by con artists posing as recruiters, bona fide recruiters and U.S. employers. One out of every 10 workers surveyed reported having paid a recruitment fee for a nonexistent job.

4. Workers arrive to the United States in debt. Many workers take out loans, often at high interest rates and using property deeds as collateral. These loans, combined with workplace abuses, may lead to situations of forced labor, debt servitude or human trafficking. Almost half of all workers surveyed reported borrowing money to cover their recruitment costs.

SELECT KEY FINDINGS

- 58% reported paying a recruitment fee.
- 47% took out a loan to cover pre-employment expenses.
- 52% were not shown contracts.
- 1 out of 10 reported paying a fee for a non-existent job.

KEY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE U.S. CONGRESS

The U.S. Congress must overhaul the H-2 guestworker programs to protect workers from recruitment abuse. Specifically, Congress must:

- Enact legislation to hold employers strictly liable for all recruitment fees charged to workers.
- Extend federally funded legal services to all H-2 workers.
- Create a public recruiter registry to increase transparency in the recruitment process.
- Amend federal anti-discrimination laws to clearly articulate the available protections for internationally recruited workers, both during the recruitment process and while employed in the U.S.
- Enact retaliation protections for workers who report recruitment abuse.
- Require that all job orders be treated as enforceable contracts.
INTRODUCTION
Revealing a System of Flaws

Over 100,000 migrant workers are employed in low-wage, temporary jobs in the United States on H-2A visas for agricultural work and H-2B visas for non-agricultural work each year. These “guest” workers are contracted by U.S. employers to perform grueling work, whether harvesting crabs, assembling carnival rides, or cutting lawns, and they are paid paltry wages that sometimes do not meet federal standards. To maintain their jobs, the workers must meet production and work standards that endanger their lives. Their employment experience begins at recruitment.

While employers may recruit workers for H-2 visas from 58 different countries in the world, the overwhelming majority of individuals who travel to work in the U.S. on these visas is from Mexico. One such worker is Reynaldo.

Reynaldo was recruited from a small town in Michoacán to pick tomatoes on an H-2A visa in Arkansas. Before leaving Mexico, Reynaldo took out a loan to pay the $360 recruitment fee demanded by the recruiter as well as the visa fee and travel costs. He was told by the recruiter to lie if asked about paying a recruitment fee during his interview at the U.S. Consulate. Upon arriving in the U.S., he found the working and living conditions fell short of what he was promised. Although he was promised free housing, as is required by U.S. regulations for H-2A visas, his employers charged him $80 per month for “utilities.” In addition, the living conditions were indecent: he and 11 other workers shared a small, one-bathroom apartment with a non-functioning kitchen. He worked long, 80-hour work weeks and was paid only $7.25 per hour. Upon returning to Mexico he was unable to pay back his loan.

Workers like Reynaldo fill a critical role in the U.S. labor market, yet they are subject to pervasive mistreatment by employers and recruiters. This mistreatment is enabled by inadequate worker protections and lax oversight by the responsible government agencies. A flawed recruitment process and lack of worker protections in recruitment facilitate and, often, exacerbate many of the abuses that these internationally recruited workers may later experience.
During the past decade, U.S. temporary worker programs have received heightened attention as politicians and employers have advocated for their expansion, while advocates have sought improved oversight and worker protections. Many politicians and employers see temporary work programs as a crucial component of immigration reform and a potential solution to unauthorized migration. Since the 2012 election, Sen. Charles Schumer (D–NY) and Sen. Lindsey Graham (R–SC) have resurrected their bipartisan framework for immigration reform from two years ago, which includes a temporary worker program as one of its four pillars.8

In the push for a more convenient and less restrictive temporary worker program for employers, the interests of workers have been overlooked. This approach builds on a potent myth: that international labor recruitment is a win-win solution, benefitting employers and workers alike. Instead, the system effectively reduces the costs, liabilities, and legal duties of domestic businesses through the sacrifice of workers’ safety, security, and wages. Ignorance of the abuses inside labor recruitment, and the role of U.S. law in propagating them, therefore forms a crucial component in the flawed public narrative on immigration reform. The stories of workers like Reynaldo, and the revealing data therein about the recruitment process, disrupt the myth and jeopardize the traction of an unfair policy.

This report specifically aims to shed light on the existing H-2 recruitment system, to uncover the principal problems related to this system and to provide recommendations for improved oversight, regulation, and reform. Recruitment Revealed relies heavily on extensive outreach, interviews and surveys conducted by CDM over the past 5 years. This research produced 220 lengthy individual surveys with H-2 workers on their recruitment and employment experiences in the U.S. Additionally, CDM surveyed migrant support organizations, submitted information requests under government transparency laws in the U.S. and Mexico, and executed hundreds of community outreach trips to collect information on the recruitment industry. This information has been systematized in a recruitment database maintained and updated by CDM. The report’s conclusions are based on the analysis of the research and data collected through this study.

CDM undertook this project, publishing valuable information related to the flawed U.S. temporary worker program, which begins with recruitment, to educate the public and political leaders about the flaws in the current system. This critical information and insight must be considered before any measures are taken to expand these programs as part of a comprehensive immigration reform package. Failure to ensure a just recruitment system in the current or an expanded H-2 program will only exacerbate abuses that exist in an already exploitative, dangerous, and broken system.

RECRUITMENT: THE FIRST STEP IN A CYCLE OF TEMPORARY WORKER ABUSE

Abuses suffered by temporary workers under the H-2 visa programs often begin in the workers’ countries of origin. Most workers recruited for H-2 visas are recruited in Mexico.9 A worker’s recruitment experience may affect her employment experience in the United States, and workers who experience abuse in recruitment, often later experience abuse while employed in the U.S. with a visa. Despite the importance of recruitment, until now the recruitment process has been little studied or understood.

How Does Recruitment Work?

U.S. employers are required to obtain permission from the U.S. government to employ internationally recruited workers, also referred to as “guest” workers.10 The formal name for the permission given by the U.S. government to an employer is called a “temporary labor certification.”11 Once a U.S. employer has received certification from the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) for a certain number of H-2A or H-2B visas, an employer usually hires labor recruiters to locate the workers who will apply for these visas.12

In general, recruitment is a non-uniform, complex and often informal process. Thus, the recruitment supply chain can take many different forms. Below is a nonexhaustive list of recruitment models utilized in the H-2 visa system:

- **MODEL 1** Employer-Worker: The U.S. employer contracts directly with a Mexico-based recruitment agency or individuals in Mexico to assist them in their efforts.

- **MODEL 2** Employer-Recruiter (U.S.)-Worker: The U.S. employer hires a U.S.-based recruiter to locate workers to fill the job order.

- **MODEL 3** Employer-Recruiter (U.S.)-Recruiter (Mexico)-Worker: The U.S. employer hires a U.S.-based recruiter. The U.S.-based recruitment agency subcontracts a Mexico-based recruitment agency or individuals in Mexico to assist them in their efforts.

- **MODEL 4** Employer-Recruiter (U.S.)-Worker: The U.S. employer hires a U.S.-based recruitment agency that then directly locates workers to fill the job order.

- **MODEL 5** Employer-Worker: Some U.S. employers ask their temporary migrant workers to recruit for them during their annual return to Mexico between seasons.13

---

9 See supra note 1.
10 See 20 C.F.R. § 655.107 (providing requirements for labor certifications); see also 20 C.F.R. § 655.103 (delineating requirements for labor certifications); 20 C.F.R. § 655.101 (process for approving certifications). See supra note 1.
11 See Office of Foreign Labor Certification (U.S. Dep’t of Labor), FY2011 H-2A Labor Certifications OECD (undated), http://www.foreignlaborcert.dol.gov/quarterlydata.cfm. Almost 62% of H-2A applications in 2011 listed agents who helped them with their applications. See also Office of Foreign Labor Certification (U.S. Dep’t of Labor), FY2011 H-2B Labor Certifications OECD (undated), http://www.foreignlaborcert.dol.gov/quarterlydata.cfm. Over 84% of H-2B applications listed agents who helped them with their applications. Until now, little information has been available about the recruitment industry. See changes to Requirements Affecting H-2B Nonimmigrants and Their Employers, 73 Fed. Reg. 19, 1619, 1617 (Dec. 29, 2008). In fact, even the federal government has stated that “DHS has no reliable data on the number of firms that recruit H-2B employees, but DHS research in this area indicates that the majority of new, and many returning, H-2B employees have utilized such a service in their home countries.”
12 See e.g., survey numbers: 1566, 1688 (on file with CDM).
13 See e.g., survey numbers: 1042, 1058, 1114, 1213 (on file with CDM).
14 See e.g., survey numbers: 1102, 1213, 1590 (on file with CDM).
15 See e.g., survey numbers: 1624, 1668 (on file with CDM).
16 See e.g., survey numbers: 1624, 1668 (on file with CDM).
17 See e.g., survey numbers: 1406, 1519, 1616, 1711, 1715, 1818, 1889 (on file with CDM).
In addition to these various recruitment models, sometimes U.S. employers, U.S. recruitment agencies or Mexico-recruitment agencies may employ the assistance of staffing agencies to locate workers.12 These staffing agencies “lease” workers to other employers.13 At times, lawyers and law firms can also act as recruiters for U.S. employers, sometimes directly locating workers for employers, or sometimes subcontracting with recruitment agencies or individual recruiters.14

As a result, workers are often confused as to who among the recruiters, agents, and visa sponsors actually employs them. The lack of transparency in the process obscures worker-exploitation and shields those responsible for the abuse from liability. In sum, the existing recruitment system is an intricate web that is often difficult for workers and their advocates to untangle.

20 See supra note 12; see also survey number: 1344 (on file with CDM).

The lack of transparency in the process obscures worker exploitation and shields those responsible for the abuse from liability.
Del-Al Associates is a Texas-based recruitment agency that “places” Mexican workers with U.S. employers or recruitment agencies for H-2 visas. Each year, Del-Al Associates “places” thousands of Mexican workers with H-2 employment in the U.S. In 2005, Del-Al Associates provided testimony in a class action suit against International Labor Management Corporation, the North Carolina Growers Association, and Del-Al Associates, that illustrates the informal and complicated nature of the recruitment industry.

Juan Del Alamo testified that Del-Al Associates “placed” between 11,000 and 13,000 Mexican workers per year with North Carolina Growers Association (NCGA) and International Labor Management Corporation (ILMC) between 1998 and 2000. \[24\] NCGA was listed in the Temporary Labor Certifications as an employer, not as a recruiter or an agent. In most certifications, NCGA listed ILMC as its agent. ILMC is a recruitment agency that contracts with U.S. employers to locate Mexican workers for H-2 visas. ILMC, in turn, subcontracted with Del-Al Associates, which subsequently worked with an independent contractor in Mexico. Del-Al Associates’ relationships with both NCGA and ILMC were predicated on “oral understandings,” and no written agreement or contract existed for either.

In fact, Del-Al Associates did not receive payment from NCGA or ILMC for its services. Instead, the entire revenue generated for Del-Al Associates through these business transactions was collected in fees from workers by the independent contractor in Mexico. Interestingly, Juan Del Alamo insists that his company is not a recruitment agency because only the independent contractor has direct contact with workers and is neither an employee nor an “agent” of Del-Al Associates. At the same time, these “independent” contractors used business cards embossed with the words “Del Al Associates, Inc.” The independent contractors, however, were not paid by Del-Al Associates—they relied completely, like Del-Al Associates, on fees paid by workers for their income.
**FUNDAMENTAL FLAWS IN THE RECRUITMENT PROCESS**

**Fees**

**Illegal Recruitment Fees**

According to both U.S. and Mexican law, it is unlawful for recruiters or recruitment agencies to charge recruitment fees to H-2 workers. Nevertheless, it remains standard practice for recruiters to charge Mexican workers high fees in exchange for connecting them with employment in the United States. Fifty-eight percent of workers surveyed reported paying a recruitment fee.

The costs associated with recruitment vary. Some workers pay the recruiter a lump sum for the visa, transportation, as well as room and board during travel to the work site. Other workers pay each cost separately.

On average, workers surveyed by CDM who worked in the United States in 2009 or later reported paying $590 in recruitment fees. Some workers pay each cost separately.

**Case Study: Gerardo**

Gerardo lives in a small, rural community in central Mexico. In late fall of 2010, he and 7 friends accepted an offer to work for an Oklahoma forestry company on an H-2B visa. To secure their positions they were required to pay a recruiter contracted by the company over $1,500 each. They were promised 6 months of work at an hourly wage of $10.60 per hour. In addition to paying extremely high recruitment fees, the workers were also required to pay for all travel costs, bringing their total employment-related expenses to approximately $1,750 each.

However, when they arrived in the U.S. to begin work in late December, they found that instead of being paid an hourly wage as promised, they were paid on a piece rate basis. During their employment period they were paid only $3.30 an hour. In early January and two weeks later they were paid $220 each. A total of $65 was deducted for various work expenses to approximately $844.

Had Gerardo and his coworkers maintained their employment with the forestry company, it would have taken them at least two months of work without spending any money on food, housing or other costs to pay off their indebtedness.

**Case Study: Fernando**

Fernando began working with a Missouri irrigation company on an H-2B visa in the spring of 2010. In order to begin work, however, Fernando was obligated to make a number of payments to obtain employment, including recruitment fees, visa fees, and travel expenses. By the time he actually began employment, Fernando had already paid approximately $675 in order to obtain the opportunity to work. Federal law requires that these employer-related costs be reimbursed during the first week of employment, up to a level where employees are paid at the Federal Minimum Wage.

During his first week of employment, Fernando worked approximately 16 hours and received approximately $192. Considering the employer-related expenses he incurred before he began work, the irrigation company owed Fernando $440. In addition, Fernando was dismissed four months before the end of the contract because “there was not enough work.” Fernando paid his return travel to Mexico at a total of $204, yet according to federal law the employer is liable for return transportation if the employee is dismissed prior to the end of the established work period.

In this case, the employer violated federal minimum wage laws and federal regulation and owed Fernando approximately $844.

**Pre-employment Costs & The Effect On Wages**

Federal courts in two important class action suits, Arriaga v. Florida Pacific Farms, and Rivera v. Brickman Group, Ltd., interpreted the law to require that H-2 workers be reimbursed for travel, visa, and recruitment costs incurred during their recruitment in some cases. Additionally, the DOL takes the position that insofar as an H-2B employee’s visa, travel, and recruitment costs bring an employee’s pay below the minimum wage in the first week of work, the employer is responsible for paying these fees.

Despite this precedent, the reality is that employers rarely reimburse workers.
Debt

Large numbers of workers take out loans to pay for the visa, travel, and recruitment costs that they are assessed. Some workers take no- or low-interest loans from family members or friends, but others turn to local banks, private lenders, or even the recruiter for money to cover the costs of recruitment. Interest rates on these loans range from moderate to extremely high, with workers reporting paying anywhere from 5% to 79% interest. In addition, local banks, lenders, and recruiters sometimes require workers to leave deeds to property or titles to automobiles as collateral.

47% of workers surveyed reported having to take out a loan to cover pre-employment expenses.

These kinds of predatory lending practices leave workers extremely vulnerable. High interest rates on loans put workers at risk of becoming trapped in debt, and exploitative collateral requirements can cause workers to lose essential property, such as their vehicles or even their homes. Moreover, when workers with abusive loans arrive in the U.S. to work, they are faced with an additional pressure to earn back the money they borrowed in their country of origin. When these workers encounter abusive or unsafe working conditions, the choice becomes even more critical. If workers leave their employment in the U.S. and return home, they may have even less money than when they initially left to work under the H-2 visa program. The necessity to earn back borrowed money can force workers to continue working in dangerous or abusive conditions.

CASE STUDY: CARLOS

Carlos traveled from a small town in a poor region of Zacatecas to work for a sprinkler company in Texas from 2001–2007 to support his wife, several children and nephews. At the request of the company owner, Carlos paid the managers a $750 “H-2B visa fee” each year, which he was told guaranteed him employment the following season, and received a receipt for this payment. In 2007, he paid the fee but was never brought back to work.

Each season, Carlos took out loans at extremely high interest rates ranging from 10–25%. To his knowledge, these lenders were not authorized by the government or any other entity to give these loans and did not pay taxes on the money they received from debtors. Since these individuals are not regulated by the government or anyone else, they can charge whatever they want, often resulting in abuse.

CASE STUDY: JORGE

Jorge has worked for many seasons on H-2 visas in the U.S. Every year that he travels to the United States to work, he borrows money to leave with his family to cover the family’s basic expenses until he can earn money to send home. Every time he travels to the U.S. he takes out a loan of $5,000 pesos (about $390 USD). He borrows money from friends, money exchange businesses, or a Mexican bank that caters to low-income customers. He usually has to leave his voter registration identification or the title to his truck in order to secure the loan. When Jorge takes out these loans for $5,000 pesos from the bank he reports paying $800 pesos per month for a 10-month period for a total of $8,000 pesos, or the equivalent of a 60% interest rate.
Fraud

The lack of transparency in the visa certification process, paucity of government oversight of recruitment activities, and scarcity of information available to workers about their rights puts workers—and even whole communities—at serious risk for recruitment fraud across Mexico. Persons purporting to be recruiters, bona fide recruiters, and employers may commit recruitment fraud.

SCAM ARTISTS POSING AS RECRUITERS

One way in which recruitment fraud occurs is when alleged recruiters arrive in a community, offer work under the H-2 program that does not actually exist, charge a service fee, and then disappear without a trace. This is often referred to as “recruitment fraud” because the individuals who carry out these schemes hold themselves out to be recruiters, but in many cases are scam artists who steal money by offering false promises of employment.

Fraudulent recruiters organize town meetings to present their false work opportunities during which dozens or hundreds of workers attend and pay fees. These individuals do not have real employment opportunities or contracts to offer workers. When presented with employment offers by unknown individuals, workers have virtually no means to verify the legitimacy of the recruiter or the employment offer because there is no recruiter registry for workers to check and no existing comprehensive job bank that workers can access to determine the legitimacy of the supposed offer.

Even if the alleged recruiter specifies the company with whom the workers are to be employed, workers do not know if the company is even hiring workers under H-2 visas. For many workers, the urgent need for stable employment outweighs the risks, obligating them to accept work offers even with no means of verifying their legitimacy. Thus, scam artists take advantage of the workers’ desire to work in the United States and, sometimes, desperation to provide for their families. Inevitably, many migrant workers are caught in recruitment fraud schemes and lose hundreds, if not thousands, of dollars with no effective system in place to help them track down or report the thieves who have stolen their money. This type of recruitment abuse can have devastating consequences for small communities.

CASE STUDY: ELIZARDO

In 2007, a recruiter offered Elizardo and several dozen other workers from the state of Zacatecas employment in the construction industry with H-2B visas. The recruiter promised Elizardo and the others that they would be paid $15.00 per hour. The Zacatecas state employment agency confirmed this arrangement and indicated that the workers would be traveling to California. Based on this information, the workers deposited over $200 for the recruitment fee into a Mexican bank account. When the group arrived in Monterrey, the Zacatecas state employment agency representative informed the workers that the terms of their employment—including where they were to work and the type of work they were to perform—had been changed. They were informed that the employment available to them was actually work with the Georgia-based carnival company Geren Rides and that they would be paid $250 per week.

CASE STUDY: MARISOL

In 2010, recruiters in a recruitment fraud scheme in the southern state of Tabasco defrauded Marisol and as many as 850 other individuals. Marisol heard that a man in the neighboring town was advertising temporary visas for employment at a Hershey’s factory in Houston, Texas, and went to speak with him. She and a group of others each paid him $500, signed a recruitment contract, and provided personal identification information such as passport numbers and U.S. social security numbers. None of the workers was given a copy of the contract or a receipt of payment. The workers attended several subsequent meetings with the recruiters, who claimed that more workers were needed in New Jersey and Indiana. One fraud victim who attended these meetings described “streams of people” who arrived to sign up for visas, each paying $100 and providing her or his personal information.

Eventually, the recruiters told Marisol and a group of 50 workers who had paid the recruitment fee that they had appointments at the U.S. Embassy in Mexico City. In March, the group of workers traveled with one of the recruiters to Mexico City, where they each paid the recruiter $16 for their hotel accommodations and $112 for what they were told was the visa fee. Another recruiter arrived at the hotel and charged each worker $20 to help him or her fill out his or her visa application. The following day, Marisol and the other workers went to the U.S. Embassy and discovered that they did not have appointments for visa interviews. The recruiters disappeared overnight. Marisol had taken out a loan of approximately $800 to cover these fees. Without employment in the U.S., she was left with no means through which to make her loan payments. In total, the recruiters made approximately $92,500 through their visa scam.

1 out of 10 workers surveyed reported paying a fee for a non-existent job.

4. See, e.g., survey number: 1020 (on file with CDM).
5. See, e.g., survey number: 1020 (on file with CDM).
7. See, e.g., survey numbers: 1568 and 2005 (on file with CDM).
8. See, e.g., survey number: 0055 (on file with CDM).
9. See, e.g., survey number: 0103 (on file with CDM).
10. See, e.g., survey number: 0114 (on file with CDM).

52% of workers surveyed reported that they were never shown a written work contract.
Consequences

DECREASED LIKELIHOOD OF REPORTING ABUSES

Several systemic flaws in the recruitment process reduce the likelihood that workers report abuses they suffer in their places of employment. Given the high costs that most workers pay in order to obtain employment under the H-2 program, many arrive in the U.S. indebted. Consequently, workers face acute pressure to work in order to pay back loans, often laboring under conditions that citizens would reject.

H-2 workers are further discouraged from reporting abusive working conditions because their legal status in the U.S. is tied to their employment with the single, designated employer that sponsored their visas. Reporting illegal labor practices means risking dismissal and losing legal status in the U.S.—perhaps the only opportunity to pay back loans or support a family. In light of the risks, workers often choose to continue working without complaining.20

Finally, many H-2 workers rely on seasonal work in the U.S. for their principle income, travelling to the destination country, can continue working without complaining.21

H-2 WORKERS ARE VULNERABLE TO TRAFFICKING

The current guestworker recruitment system makes workers vulnerable to human trafficking. Trafficking is any type of involuntary servitude or forced labor affecting men or women. The U.S. Department of State recognizes debt bondage among migrant laborers as a form of human trafficking.22

The H-2 program has produced situations of involuntary servitude and forced labor, both forms of human trafficking under the Trafficking Victims Protection Reauthorization Act.23 H-2 workers may find themselves in situations of involuntary servitude or forced labor in which they are coerced to work.24 Courts have interpreted “coercion” broadly, including “subtle psychological methods of coercion.”25 The vulnerability of H-2 workers to trafficking stems, in part, from a lack of oversight and enforcement in the program and insufficient worker protections in the regulatory framework.

H-2 workers may fall victim to human trafficking when their employers or recruiters:

- lie to H-2 workers or to the U.S. government about the worker’s rate of pay;
- promise H-2 workers or the U.S. government that they will provide working conditions that are never provided;
- charge H-2 workers unlawful fees or fail to reimburse them for costs like visa fees and travel to the U.S.;
- confiscate workers’ passports and other important identification or migration documents;
- physically confine workers to their place of work;
- threaten workers with deportation if they do not work or perform certain tasks.

These acts constitute trafficking under U.S. law when they amount to (1) a scheme, plan, or pattern that is intended to cause workers to believe that if they do not perform labor or services they will suffer harm or (2) an abuse or threatened abuse of law or the legal process.25 Federal U.S. courts are required to take into account a victim’s “special vulnerabilities” when evaluating degrees of coercion in cases of possible human trafficking.26 In the context of the H-2 programs, temporary workers face a power disparity in relation to their employers and this makes them particularly susceptible to involuntary servitude and forced labor.

Trafficked workers are often isolated, working in rural communities or for transient employers, making it extremely difficult for law enforcement and immigration authorities to identify these trafficking victims and take action against the traffickers.

FUNDAMENTAL FLAWS IN THE H-2 TEMPORARY WORKER PROGRAM AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CHANGE

CASE STUDY: SAMUEL27

When a recruiter came to Samuel’s small town in Durango, a central-northern state in Mexico, offering job contracts in the U.S. as food vendors for an hourly wage of $10.71/hour, he jumped at the opportunity. But what he found upon arriving in New York to work at Peter’s Fine Greek Food in 2010 was something far different than what he was promised. Samuel and 18 other workers on H-2B workers reported working 80-hour shifts at a wage rate of $1 per hour. In addition, they had limited access to food and were forced to sleep in bug-infested trailers. As a result of these unsafe working and living conditions, workers became ill and had to visit the local emergency room. Threats of violating their visas and being deported kept the men working in these conditions. Federal authorities brought trafficking charges against the employer, but the charges were later dropped after arrived at a monetary settlement.


See also supra note 24.
Inadequate Regulations and Insufficient Enforcement

By subcontracting the recruitment process to third-party actors, U.S. employers do more than simply circumvent the logistical hassle of locating workers outside of the U.S. Employers may use the complicated recruitment supply chain to wash their hands of recruitment abuse, claiming ignorance of recruitment practices. The complex, multi-party relationships between employers and layers of subcontracted recruiters mean that the U.S. employer may not have contact with or even know about the individual that ultimately locates workers in Mexico. Recruiter-recruiter partnerships may leave no contract or payment history, which obscures the recruitment supply chain.

The complex, often informal nature of the recruitment supply chain is further complicated by the international nature of the dealings. Partnerships between U.S. employers and recruiters operating in Mexico limit the legal channels available to migrant workers and their advocates to seek redress for recruitment abuse. Although U.S. law prohibits certain activities like discrimination and retaliation by employers, passport confiscation, and charging visa, travel, or placement fees to workers, the responsible U.S. government agencies also claim they are unable to apply this law when those practices are committed outside U.S. territory. Mexican law also prohibits many of these practices, but the Mexican government rarely intervenes in the recruitment of Mexican workers under the H-2 visa programs.

The U.S. government’s failure to comprehensively monitor, regulate, or document the recruitment phase of the H-2 visa programs has meant that there is little information about recruiters and the recruitment industry available to researchers, advocates, U.S. employers who wish to comply with the law, or workers themselves. Because data about the H-2 programs is collected by various agencies, not standardized, and maintained in various locations instead of a single, centralized location, the little information that is available to the public is often difficult to access, conflicting, or incomplete. Without comprehensive, accessible data about the diverse actors involved in the H-2 visa programs, workers, advocates, and well-meaning employers are severely limited in their ability to inform themselves about the recruitment industry or vet recruitment agencies.
The U.S. Congress, the U.S. Department of State, the U.S. Department of Labor, the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security, the National Labor Relations Board and other federal agencies should coordinate to protect internationally recruited workers’ interests. Further, the U.S. government should work in concert with the Mexican government and other foreign governments to ensure that H-2 workers from their countries are protected.

Finally, the U.S. government should work in collaboration with migrant advocacy organizations to ensure that worker experiences are reflected in reform efforts, that investigations into worker abuses are expediently investigated and remedied and that unscrupulous recruiters and employers are held accountable for their actions.

The U.S. Congress should overhaul the H-2 guestworker programs to protect workers from recruitment abuse in their countries of origin. Specifically, Congress should:
- Enact legislation to hold employers strictly liable for all recruitment fees charged to workers.
- Extend federally funded legal services to all H-2 workers.79
- Create a public recruiter registry to increase transparency in the recruitment process.
- Amend applicable anti-discrimination laws to clearly articulate the available protections for internationally recruited workers, both during the recruitment process and while employed in the U.S.
- Enact retaliation protections for workers who report recruitment abuse.
- Require that all job orders be treated as enforceable contracts.

The U.S. Department of Labor, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security, the U.S. Department of State, the National Labor Relations Board, and the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission should coordinate to:
- Forbid the charging of recruitment fees by U.S. employers, their agents, or associates or subcontractors of the employer’s agents and investigate the charging of illegal fees.
- Vigorously investigate and litigate claims of abuse and discrimination against H-2 workers, even after workers have returned to their countries of origin at the expiration of their work visas.
- Defer action or grant other immigration relief to H-2 whistleblowers still in the U.S. so that they can stay in the country to aid in the investigation and prosecution of their employers, and issue short-term visas to workers who have already left the U.S. so that they can return to participate.
- Publish information about H-2 employer petitioners in searchable form on the Internet, including information on the recruiters that they used.
- Provide pre-departure and post-arrival orientation upon arrival for temporary workers, including written and oral Know-Your-Rights trainings and contact information for available legal services.
- Create an expedited investigation process for H-2 workers to ensure that all witness testimony and evidence is preserved given the temporary nature of their visas.

Conclusion

Each year more than one hundred thousand workers are affected by the flawed H-2 programs’ recruitment system. These workers are often lured to the U.S. by lies and charged illegal recruitment fees and high interest on their loans. Many would-be workers are also defrauded wreaking economic harm in home communities. The system is broken. The U.S. government must address the failed recruitment system before expanding the H-2 visa programs. Failing to address recruitment flaws will result in continued abuse and exploitation of workers during recruitment, in migration, and while they are employed in the U.S. In order to protect these workers, the U.S. government must create a transparent and accountable recruitment system. Once this system is established, the government must enforce the protections. Only then will these workers stand a chance of avoiding abuse while working in the U.S. with H-2 visas.

The U.S. Department of Labor should:

- Require through regulations that employers reimburse workers for all visa and travel costs during the first week of work.
- Require all Temporary Labor Certifications to include an hourly wage rate.
- Forbid non-end-beneficiary employers (i.e. staffing agencies) from petitioning for H-2 workers.
- Require that all job orders be enforceable contracts.
- Create a public recruiter registry. As a requirement for entry in the registry, recruiter agents would supply the Department of Labor with yearly activity reports. Yearly reports would include: contact information, including all branch offices, a list of other recruiter agents with whom they collaborated, a list of employers with whom they placed workers, a description of services offered, and a list of regions from where they recruited (if they have direct contact with workers in their home countries). Recruiter agents would be required to participate in random audits.
- Require that employers use only recruiters registered in the public recruiter registry and that they identify their recruiter(s) on their H-2 petitions. If a random audit found that an employer failed to list a recruiter agent, a fine would be applied to the employer. If subsequent audits found that the employer consistently failed to adhere to this requirement, the Department of Labor would suspend the employer from petitioning for Temporary Labor Certifications.
- Publish a list of employers who have violated recruitment and/or labor regulations.
- Require U.S. employers to file end-of-year reports (including documentation of reimbursement of travel and visa expenses incurred by workers) on their participation in the H-2 program.
- Conduct random audits of workplaces that employ H-2 workers.
- Create a specific hotline for workers on H-2 visas, available in Spanish and English.
- Broaden U-visa certification to include workers who have suffered labor recruitment abuses and have returned to Mexico at the expiration of their work visas.

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security should:

- Streamline the humanitarian parole process to facilitate participation of H-2 workers in civil and criminal actions against recruiters and employers for rights violations.
- Create clear consular processing guidelines for individuals eligible for U-visas.

The U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission should:

- Publish guidance on the coverage of internationally recruited workers by Title VII, ADEA, ADA and all other applicable laws.
- Create a targeted outreach plan aimed at educating H-2 and other internationally recruited workers about their rights against discrimination.
- Sign U-visa certifications for eligible workers.

* Additional recommendations available from the author.
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